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Abstract
Using monoclonal antibodies against parvalbumin (PV) and calbindin (CB), and a polyclonal antiserum against calretinin (CR),
the expression patterns of these proteins in the retina of the tench and rainbow trout were studied at light microscopic level in
in toto preparations and radial sections. Parvalbumin was present in subpopulations of small amacrine cells in both species, but
these cells were more abundant and had a clear centre-periphery gradient distribution in the tench. Using the McAB 300
monoclonal antibody against CB, glial cells such as Müller cells, astrocytes in the nerve fibre layer, and sparse large cells close
to the entrance of the optic nerve were observed in both species. Moreover, this antibody strongly labelled H1 horizontal cells and
their thick axon terminals in the tench retina, whereas only a small population of amacrine cells was stained in the trout.
Calretinin was expressed in different types of ganglion cells and numerous neurones located in the inner plexiform layer in both
species, but was more abundant and more strongly stained in the trout retina, where some bipolar cells were easily distinguishable.
A comparison to current results in other vertebrate species is offered. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The fish retina has a common morphological and
physiological pattern with the retina of the rest of
vertebrates (Ramón y Cajal, 1889; for review see Douglas and Djamgoz, 1990). However, the retina of some
teleosts has two peculiarities, first, throughout the entire life span of the animal it grows from cells produced
in a peripheral germinal zone (Lombardo, 1968, 1972);
and second, it is capable of regenerating after a lesion
(Lombardo, 1968, 1972; Johns, 1981; Hitchcock and
Raymond, 1992; Cameron and Easter, 1995; Jimeno et
al., 1999). Therefore, the fish retina offers a model, in
which events related to neural regeneration, pathfinding
and connection plasticity could be advantageously studied; it being mandatory to discern precisely its chemoarchitecture and cell typology.
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +34-923-294473; fax: + 34-923294549.
E-mail address: jralonso@gugu.usal.es (J.R. Alonso)

The cytosolic calcium-binding proteins (CaBPs) parvalbumin (PV), calbindin (CB) D-28k and calretinin
(CR) are among the most powerful tools for attaining
such ends, since each of them labels, in a Golgi-like
manner, different cell populations distributed throughout the entire nervous system (see Baimbridge et al.,
1992; Andressen et al., 1993; Celio et al., 1996; Paxinos
et al., 1999a,b), including the retina (Endo et al., 1985;
Hamano et al., 1990; Pasteels et al., 1990; Pochet et al.,
1991). Although their cellular functions have not yet
been satisfactorily elucidated, it has been suggested that
these calcium-binding proteins belonging to the EFhand family, could play a buffer role, regulating the
concentration of intracellular calcium and thus protecting against excitotoxicity caused by an increased release
of neurotransmitters (Miller, 1995; Lohmann and Friauf, 1996). However, recently, it has been shown that
this putative neuroprotective role has no functional
relationship with CB (Airaksinen et al., 1997b; Klapstein et al., 1998), although it is related to CR (Hof et
al., 1993; Blümcke et al., 1996; Diop et al., 1996;
Vogt-Weisenhorn et al., 1996). In addition, these two
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proteins are directly involved in specific neurone excitability (Airaksinen et al., 1997a; Schiffmann et al.,
1999) and synaptic plasticity (Schurmans et al., 1997).
A recent study on the distribution of CaBPs in nullmutant mice for CB has shown that this protein —
widely expressed in retinal cells — is not required for
the maintenance of the light-microscopic morphological and neurochemical structure of the differentiated
retina; thus suggesting a role for this protein in specific retinal functions (Wässle et al., 1998).
Data concerning the distribution of CaBPs in the
retina of teleosts are sparse. The aims of this work
were, (1) to establish the distribution pattern of the
three CaBPs — PV, CB, and CR — in the adult
retina of two freshwater teleosts belonging to different orders and different habitats, namely the rainbow
trout and the tench, by means of light microscopy
immunohistochemistry; and (2) to compare the findings with existing results in other vertebrate species in
an attempt to understand the underlying causes of
their distribution.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Animals
For this study 40 adult specimens of rainbow trout
weighing between 100 and 350 g and 15 adult (200–
1500 g) and 20 subadult (70 – 120 g) tench were employed. Trout [Oncorhynchus mykiss (Walbaum,
1792); Salmonidae, Teleostei] were obtained from local breeders (Galisancho, Salamanca) and tench
(Tinca tinca L. 1758; Cyprinidae, Teleostei) from
Ipescon S.L. (Machacón, Salamanca). All fish were
maintained in aquaria at an appropriate temperature
on a 12/12 h light cycle. The animals were deeply
anaesthetised with tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-222,
Sandoz; 0.03% w/v in fresh water) and were sacrificed
by perfusion. Animal manipulations were performed
following the directives of the European Communities
Council (86/609/EEC) and current Spanish Legislation
(BOE 67/8509-12, 1988) for animal care and experimentation.

2.2. Tissue preparation
After anaesthesia, animals were perfused through
the heart, first with heparinized saline (5 I.U. ml − 1;
in 0.63% (w/v) NaCl; Byk Leo, Madrid, Spain) until
the gills were cleared of blood. Afterwards, perfusion
continued with a solution containing 4% (w/v) depolymerized paraformaldehyde, 0.2% (w/v) picric acid
and 0.95% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer (PB) pH 7.4 for 20 min, with total volumes
ranging between 75 and 150 ml, depending on the
specimen size.
Eye cups were dissected, lenses and vitreous bodies
were removed and retinae were immersed in the same
fixing solution without glutaraldehyde during 12 h at
4°C. Brains were also dissected but were used for
other purposes. The retinae were rinsed in PB
overnight, cryoprotected in 30% (w/v) sucrose in PB,
and frozen in melting isopentane. Radial sections of
20 and 30 mm thickness were obtained on a cryostat
and were placed onto gelatin-coated slides in alternating series of sections. A one-in-four series was stained
with cresyl violet and the others immunocytochemically for PV, CB or CR, as described below.
For preparation of retinae in toto, animals were
maintained in total darkness for 1 h prior to deep
anaesthesia and sacrifice by decapitation. The retinae
were dissected, an incision was made in the nasal
quadrant, and they were then briefly rinsed in saline
and fixed by immersion in the fixing solution detailed
above for 2 h. Then, the pigmentary epithelium was
detached, and the retina was postfixed again by immersion for 12 h.

2.3. Immunohistochemistry
Radial sections of retina were immunostained for
each CaBP using the avidin–biotin-peroxidase
method, as follows. (1) Tissue was preincubated with
10% (v/v) normal serum in PB for 1 h at room temperature. (2) Sections were incubated in the primary
antiserum with 10% (v/v) normal serum in PB for
over 72 h. (3) Primary antiserum was detected by
incubation in secondary biotinylated anti-IgG for 90
min (1:200 in PB; Vector Labs, Burlingame, USA).

Table 1
Immunoreagents and their dilutions
Antigen

First antiserum

Second antiserum

Normal serum

Carp PV II (Celio et al., 1988)

Monoclonal antibody McAB 235
1:500/1:115
Monoclonal antibody McAB 300
1:500/1:1000
Polyclonal antiserum CR7696
1:4000/1:7000

Anti-mouse IgG
(biotinylated)
Anti-mouse IgG
(biotinylated)
Anti-rabbit IgG
(biotinylated)

Horse

Chicken CB D-28k (Celio et al., 1990)
Recombinant human CR (Schwaller et al.,
1993)

Horse
Goat
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Immune reagents are shown in Table 1. (4) Tissue was
incubated in the avidin – biotin-peroxidase complex for
60 min (1:250 in PB; Vector Labs). (5) Tissue-bound
peroxidase was detected by incubation, in a medium
containing 0.05% (w/v) 3,3%-diaminobenzidine and
0.003% (v/v) H2O2 in 0.2 M Tris – HCl buffer, pH 7.6;
the reaction being controlled under the microscope. All
incubations were performed at room temperature except step 2, which was carried out at 4°C. In between
incubations, tissue was rinsed with cold PB 3×10 min.
Whole preparations of retina were treated similarly, but
with the following differences. Tissue was incubated
free-floating. Prior to all treatments, tissue was immersed in 0.3% H2O2 (v/v) in methanol for 30 min in
order to eliminate non-specific peroxidase activity. Incubation of primary antiserum (step 2) included 0.01%
Triton X-100 (Probus, Badalona, Spain), and the concentration of primary antiserum was maximum, as
shown in Table 1. The incubation times of steps 2, 3
and 4 were prolonged to 96, 2, and 2 h, respectively.
Specificity controls were performed, (i) elimination of
step 2; (ii) elimination of step 3; (iii) elimination of steps
2 and 3; (iv) incubation only with diaminobenzidine
and hydrogen peroxide for times longer than 30 min.
This latter control procedure yields, a non-specific labelling of inner segments of photoreceptors and an
increased background staining with a granular appearance. The other controls result in the absence of
staining.
In order to identify with certainty some CB-positive
elements in the tench retina, in toto immunostained
retinae of this species were postfixed with 1% (w/v)
OsO4 in PB for 2 h, dehydrated in ethanol, and embedded in Epon™ 812 (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland).
Semithin sections (1 – 2 mm) were counterstained with
toluidine blue. Stained sections and retinae in toto were
dehydrated in an increasing series of ethanol, cleared
with xylene and coverslipped with Entellan™ (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany). Images were obtained with an
Olympus DP10 digital camera coupled to a Leica
DMRB photomicroscope. Original pictures were processed digitally with Adobe™ Photoshop™ 4.0 (San
Jose, CA, USA) software so as to obtain optimal
contrast within the same figure plate. The schema was
drawn with Canvas™ 5.0 software (Deneba Systems,
Miami, USA).

3. Results
The general morphology and lamination of the retinae of both species studied are similar to the general
description of the retina of vertebrates carried out by
Ramón y Cajal (1889). However, two specific characteristics are of interest, (a) the scleral boundary of the
inner nuclear layer (INL) is not clearly delimited in
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these teleosts, especially in the tench; (b) the optic disc
is circular in the tench eye while it has a comma shape
(very elongated) in the trout. Since the distribution
pattern for each protein was different in both species
studied, we describe them separately for each teleost.

3.1. Tench retina
3.1.1. Par6albumin
Immunopositive cells for PV presented round to
slightly pyriform, small cell bodies located in the innermost border of the INL (Fig. 1). However, these elements were more abundant towards the periphery of
the retina. The peripheral neuroepithelium (ora terminalis) was PV-immunonegative but, immediately
around this area, the density of PV-positive cells was
very high and decreased sharply at around 150– 250 mm
from the peripheral edge, as seen in in toto preparations (Fig. 1A) and in radial sections (Fig. 1B and C).
In this peripheral region, positive cells were more
strongly labelled and were distributed at different levels
of both the vitreal half of the INL and the ganglion cell
layer (GCL, Fig. 1C). These neurones displayed a fine
dendrite extending towards and branching into the
inner plexiform layer (IPL), where two-to-three welldefined immunoreactive bands could be distinguished
(Fig. 1C). The most external neuropil stripe in the IPL
(in sublamina a) was furnished by dendrites of neurones
located in the INL; the most vitreal band (in sublamina
b) by dendrites of neurones in the GCL, and the central
stripe (thinner than the others) by dendrites of neurones
situated in both locations (Fig. 1C). In whole-mounted
retinae, this arrangement of dendrites could be distinguished as a fine network around positive cell bodies.
Towards the centre of the retina, only the positive
neuropil band of sublamina a persisted. No PV-positive
axons were observed. Thus, PV-positive elements were
identified as a subpopulation of amacrine cells, some of
them displaced to the GCL at the periphery of the
retina.
3.1.2. Calbindin D-28k
We observed four types of immunostained elements
with McAB 300 (CB-like immunoreactivity, CB-li);
strongly stained cells at the border of INL and the
outer plexiform layer (OPL); large tubular processes in
the IPL and INL; cells crossing most of the thickness of
the retina; and radial fibres close to and coursing
towards the optic disk (Fig. 2). Contrary to what was
observed in this animal for PV, CB-li was absent in the
peripheralmost 100 mm of the retina. The most prominent CB-like-positive elements were cells with round or
ellipsoid somata lying horizontally at the scleral
boundary of the INL, and extending thick processes to
and through the OPL (Fig. 2A–C). When these elements were observed in whole-mounted retinae, two
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Fig. 1. Immunoreactivity for PV in the tench retina. In A, round
positive neurones can be seen in a whole-mounted preparation. Note
that most positive cells are located at the periphery of the retina and
both cell density and staining intensity decrease sharply towards the
centre. This distribution pattern is seen in radial sections of B and C.
At the periphery, PV-positive cells are distributed in both the INL
and the GCL, sending dendrites to the IPL, where two or three
positive neuropil stripes can be differentiated. In B, arrows point to
scattered PV-positive amacrine cells in the central retina. C shows a
higher magnification of B at the peripheral zone. GCL, ganglion cell
layer; INL, inner nuclear layer (a, sublamina a; b, sublamina b); IPL,
inner plexiform layer; NFL, nerve fibre layer; OPL, outer plexiform
layer. Scale bars, 25 mm.

morphological types could be distinguished. One displayed smooth and ellipsoid somata of 10 mm with
maximum diameter. The other exhibited large lateral
cytoplasmic expansions, which seemed to be in contact
with those of neighbouring cells (Fig. 2A), with a total
maximum diameter of upto 20 mm. The smooth type
was mainly located in the central third of the retina, but
there were some retinae in which this type was clearly a
minor component. Both types lay in the same focusing
plane and appeared to have similar densities when
observed in in toto preparations (Fig. 2A). Radial
semithin sections obtained from resin-embedded immunostained retinae revealed that these strongly labelled CB-like-positive elements were the most scleral
cells within the INL/OPL. They were therefore identified as H1 horizontal cells (Fig. 2C).
Other CB-like immunoreactive elements were tubular
and extended horizontally through the INL or the IPL.
These elements were less strongly stained than the
horizontal cell bodies, thus being more difficult to
detect in whole-mounted retinae. The in toto preparations could be micro-dissected into two ‘layers’, the
scleral one and the vitreal one. On examining, only the
CB-like stained ‘vitreal’ retina, it was possible to see
these tubular processes running in several directions
(Fig. 2D), with a mean diameter of 6 mm and lengths
ranging from 100 to 160 mm. These elements were
identified as axon terminals of horizontal cells in the
Cyprinid retina (Stell and Lightfoot, 1975).
A third element immunostained with the McAB 300
antibody clearly showed the morphology of Müller cells
(Fig. 2B). These cells had polymorphic somata located
at different levels within the INL, some irregular cytoplasmic expansions in this layer and in the outer nuclear layer (ONL), and radial processes coursing from
the outer limiting membrane to the inner limiting membrane and displaying fine spine-like processes. These
cells were not strongly stained and were abundant in
the centre of the retina.
Finally, some long radial fibres close to the optic disk
were immunolabelled for CB-li. They had an elongated
soma and a thick fibre (1–2 mm) running radially in
both directions up to 300 mm in the nerve fibre layer
(NFL), as seen in in toto retinae (Fig. 2F). It was also
possible to observe small CB-like-positive cells with
small branches deep in the optic nerve (Fig. 2E). All
these cells were identified as macroglial cells.

3.1.3. Calretinin
Immunoreactivity for CR in the tench retina was
uniformly distributed with no marked differences between the centre and the periphery. Some small, roundto-pyriform cells were present at different levels in the
innermost half of the INL (Fig. 3A). They exhibited
different degrees of staining but, in general, were
weakly labelled (Fig. 3A and B). These cells did not
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Fig. 2. Distribution pattern of CB D-28k-like immunoreactivity in the tench retina. In A, two morphologies of positive horizontal cells are shown,
round (located mainly at the left in the photograph) and branched (right). B shows a radial section of the tench retina with its main positive
elements, horizontal cells at the border of the OPL with the ONL (big arrows), and Müller cells with somata in the INL (arrowheads) and their
radial processes towards the inner surface of the retina (small arrows). C is a semithin section of pre-embedded CB-like-immunostained tench
retina. Positive horizontal cells (arrows) are those located in the externalmost part of the OPL, being identified as H1 horizontal cells. The
arrowhead points to a non-positive neurone. D shows an in toto retina in which the external layers have been eliminated, the long and thick
CB-like positive elements are axon terminals of horizontal cells, running in the INL and the IPL. E is a radial section of a tench retina close to
the entry of the optic nerve stained with McAB 300 antibody against CB. A positive glial cell can be seen among the fibres of the optic nerve.
In F several grouped CV-like-positive glial cells running in the NFL are shown in a whole-mounted retina. Arrows in A, D and F indicate the
centre of the retina in in toto preparations. INL, inner nuclear layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer. Scale bars, 25 mm.
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Fig. 3. Immunoreactivity for CR in the tench retina. In A, a 20 mm-thick radial section is shown with some positive cells in the INL and in the
GCL, in which neurones are more abundant and are more strongly stained. In the IPL, immunoreactive puncta are widely distributed, but a
central, denser strip can be appreciated. B shows an in toto preparation focused at the IPL, numerous CR-positive cells are uniformly distributed.
Some of these cells are strongly stained, but most of them exhibit very weak immunolabelling. GCL, ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer;
IPL, inner plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer. Scale bars, 25 mm.

display labelled processes but, owing to their location in
the INL, they probably constituted different subpopulations of amacrine cells. More externally in this layer,
some very weakly-stained, oval, CR-positive somata
could be distinguished, but no processes could be appreciated. Thus, they could not be clearly identified
with any specific neuronal type.
Most cells in the GCL were CR-immunolabelled,
with different sizes and degrees of staining but always
more strongly than the positive cells in the INL (Fig.
3A). A fine CR-positive, varicose band was observed at
the centre of the IPL, as well as a moderate degree of
labelling in the NFL. The latter feature was more
evident towards the periphery than towards the centre
of the retina (not shown).

3.3. Calbindin D-28k
Antibodies against CB-stained four types of elements
in the trout retina, a subtype of amacrine cells; Müller
cells; scarce large cells close to the entry of the optic
nerve; and glial cells in the NFL (Fig. 5).
CB-like-positive amacrine cells were scarce (Fig. 5A–
C), but were readily distinguishable even at the highest antibody dilution employed (1:1000). At this antibody concentration, other CB-like-positive elements
were not labelled (compare Fig. 5A and B). These cells
had large pyriform somata, located deep in the vitreal
half of the INL and displayed a profusely ramified

3.2. Trout retina
3.2.1. Par6albumin
PV-immunoreactivity in the trout retina was similar
to that observed in the tench, since small, weaklystained, round neurones were detected in the innermost
part of the INL (Fig. 4). In some cases, only the
beginning of a dendrite running to the IPL could be
observed. However, relevant differences were appreciated in the density of these cells throughout the retina:
These neurones appeared at a low density at both
peripheral and central regions of the retina. In juvenile
animals, towards the centre of the retina, PV-positive
neurones with these characteristics were observed, but
with their somata located in the GCL and the beginning of the dendrite directed towards the INL (not
shown). Because of their low degree of staining, these
neurones were difficult to appreciate in whole-mounted
preparations. They were classified as a subpopulation
of amacrine cells.

Fig. 4. Immunoreactivity for PV in the trout retina. In this teleost, PV
only appears in a subpopulation of amacrine cells with small cell
bodies located at the border between the INL and the IPL (arrows).
GCL, ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer;
Ep, pigmentary epithelium; PhR, photoreceptor segment layer. Scale
bar, 25 mm.
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Fig. 5. Distribution pattern of CB D-28k-like immunoreactivity in the trout retina. A shows the labelling obtained with McAB 300 antibody in
radial sections: Müller cells are weakly-stained with somata at different levels of the INL (arrowheads), while an isolated positive amacrine cell
is seen in this layer sending dendrites into the IPL (arrow). In B, McAB 300 antibody was employed at a lower concentration (1:1000), Müller
cells are not stained but a positive amacrine cell is still strongly labelled, its pyriform soma is located in the inner half of the INL, and a single
dendrite branches profusely in the outer lamina of the IPL. In C, two CB-like-positive amacrine cells (arrows) and several somata of Müller cells
can be appreciated in an in toto retina. D, E, and F show different CB-like-positive elements in the trout retina, identified as glial cells. In D and
E, whole-mounted preparations can be seen. In D, a large stellate cell located close to the optic nerve entry extends its processes throughout the
thickness of the retina. Positive elements in E present single and thick processes directed towards the entry of the optic nerve (on). The positive
cell in F has an elongated soma with a long process running in the NFL, as seen in a radial section, these cells were identified as astrocytes. GCL,
ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; NFL, nerve fibre layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer. Scale bars, 25 mm.
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dendrite within the outer lamina of the IPL (Fig. 5B).
Owing to their morphological features, as well as their
density (much less than PV-labelled neurones, compare
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5B), these amacrine cells were different
from the subpopulation of PV-positive amacrine cells.
When a higher concentration of antibody was used
(1:500), Müller cells were labelled (Fig. 5A). Positive
somata were located at diverse levels in the INL, with
radial processes coursing towards and through all the
layers of the retina, from the outer to the inner limiting
membranes.
Other CB-like immunoreactive cells in the trout
retina were very scarce and located close to the entrance of the optic nerve. When observed in in toto

preparations, they appeared as large stellate cells, with
a soma in the INL and profuse branching extending
throughout the thickness of the retina, mainly towards
the vitreal limit (Fig. 5D). Other isolated positive elements were more abundant than the stellate type and
always surrounded by the entry of the optic nerve. They
had ovoid somata with one or two thick prolongations
running parallel to each other towards the nerve (Fig.
5E). All these positive elements were identified as glial
cells.
The fourth type of CB-like-labelled cells was located
in the NFL throughout the retina. These cells had a
very elongated soma, with a long, straight prolongation
running in several directions in the NFL. They had a

Fig. 6. Immunoreactivity for CR in the trout retina. In A, the general distribution pattern in a radial section is shown, several positive neurones
extend through the INL and OPL; exhibiting different degrees of staining. The GCL has a high density of positive cells with different shapes and
sizes, and some of them extend their dendrites into the IPL, where a fine but strongly-stained band can be seen (arrows). B shows a higher
magnification of A in the INL and OPL. Some CR-positive neurones display thick dendrites branching in the OPL, and their oval somata are
located vertically at different levels of the outer half of the INL, being identified as bipolar cells. In C and D, this pattern is seen in an in toto
preparation, focusing on the GCL (C) or the INL (D). Arrow in C indicates the direction towards the centre of the retina. Scale bars, 25 mm.
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spermatozoid shape and were identified as astrocytes
(Fig. 5F).

3.3.1. Calretinin
The CR distribution pattern in the trout retina was
similar to that observed in the tench retina, since positive
elements were stained in the INL and GCL without
periphery-centre differences in their density (Fig. 6).
However, positive neurones were more abundant and
more strongly stained in the trout (Fig. 6A). Their
somata could be distinguished from different levels of the
INL, exhibiting diverse degrees of staining, sizes, and
shapes (round, pyriform and bipolar, Fig. 6B). These
features could be also appreciated in in toto preparations
(Fig. 6D). The most strongly stained neurones were
located in the central region of the INL. CR-positive
neurones with bipolar shapes were mostly located in the
scleral half of the INL. Arising from these cells, thick
vertical dendrites could be seen branching horizontally
at different levels in the OPL (Fig. 6B). These were
identified as bipolar cells. Other CR-positive elements in
the INL did not exhibit labelled dendrites, but because
of their location in the layer could be identified as
different subpopulations of amacrine cells.
In the GCL, almost all neurones were stained with
antibodies against CR, but were less strongly labelled in
comparison to neurones in the INL (Fig. 6A and C). In
the IPL, a thick CR-positive neuropil band was observed,
and some neurones in the GCL extended their dendrites
towards it (Fig. 6A). The CR-pattern decreased slightly
as regards the number of cells and the degree of staining
in adult animals when compared with subadult specimens (not shown).

4. Discussion
Our results show that the expressions of the three
CaBPs — PV, CB, and CR — in the fish retina not only
differ among themselves but also between both species
of teleosts. However, several homologies can be seen in
each protein distribution pattern. In both species studied,
PV is expressed in a few amacrine cells. Calbindin D-28k
is localised in different glial cells, including Müller cells,
in both trout and tench, but the antibody employed also
strongly labels different neurones in each fish species.
Calretinin exhibits the most common pattern, since it
localises to neurones in the INL and GCL, probably
different subpopulations of amacrine cells, some bipolar
cells, and most ganglion cells.

4.1. Par6albumin
This protein had the simplest expression pattern in the
teleosts studied, since it localised to a small population
of amacrine cells, with small somata lying just at the
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border of the INL and the IPL. However, while this
pattern was quite similar to the central retina of both
species studied (Fig. 1B and Fig. 4), in the tench it had
a clear centre–periphery gradient. In this animal, close
to the marginal region of the retina, PV-positive
amacrine cells were more densely distributed and also
appeared in the GCL. Since we failed to find PV-positive
fibres in the NFL or in the optic nerve, the PV-positive
neurones were presumably not ganglion cells. PV-positive cells in the marginal tench retina corresponded to
both normally-located and displaced amacrine cells; the
latter of which constitute a large population of the
neurones in the GCL in the retina of fish and amphibians
(Selvin de Testa, 1966; Kaneko, 1970; Chan and Naka,
1976; Murakami and Shimoda, 1977; van Haesendonck
and Missotten, 1987; Wagner and Wagner, 1988).
The retina of both Cyprinids and Salmonids continues
to grow in adulthood owing to the existence of a germinal
zone in the ora terminalis (Johns, 1977; Meyer, 1978,
1980; Mansour-Robaey and Pinganaud, 1990; Hagedorn
and Fernald, 1992; Huang and Sato, 1998). Therefore,
the retina follows spatial, centro-peripheral and vitreoscleral development gradients. Peripheral regions of the
retina in more mature animals undergo similar maturation processes as those seen in the central retina of
younger animals (Sharma and Ungar, 1980). This feature
could explain the striking centre–periphery differences in
PV-labelling in the tench and also why PV-positive
amacrine cells in the GCL disappear towards the centre.
This phenomenon contrasts with what occurs in the
developing trout retina as regards calbindin (Vecino et
al., 1993), which is expressed first in the central retina
(more mature) and gradually extends to the periphery
(less mature). Our results in the tench suggest a possible
role for PV in the early neural development of amacrine
cells in fish retina. Alternatively, the gradual decrease in
the density of PV-positive amacrine cells towards the
centre could be explained in terms of a gradual addition
and migration of new neurones not containing PV.
In the adult trout we did not observe the centre–periphery gradient in the PV-distribution pattern found in
the tench, despite the strong similarity in the centre of
the retina of both species. Different developmental rates
of both species studied (Porteros et al., 1997) would
explain this discrepancy, and current studies on the
development of the retina of these teleosts will hopefully
shed some light on this point.
Hamano et al. (1990) did not find PV-positive structures in the retina of the anamniotes goldfish and frog.
In contrast, Sanna et al. (1993), using the same monoclonal antibody against PV employed in the present
work, detected this CaBP in similar amacrine neurones
but with different cell densities among the retina of
diverse teleost species, goldfish (Carassius auratus);
sculpin (Cottus scorpius); kelpfish (Heterosthicus rostratus); and opaleye (Girrela nigricans). Analysing twelve
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species of vertebrates, these authors (Sanna et al., 1993)
considered that the distribution of PV neurones in the
retina shows no systematic correlation with phylogenetic
proximity, although it is probably related to the functional needs of different types of visual behaviour.
Notwithstanding this, immunohistochemical analysis of
retinae from diverse vertebrates, including humans, indicates that a small population of amacrine cells expresses
PV (Celio, 1990; Hamano et al., 1990; Yan, 1997).
Further descriptions of this protein in amacrine cells
have been made for the rat, combining immunohistochemistry and intracellular dye injection (Wässle et al.,
1993). Apart from weakly-stained ganglion cells, those
authors detailed two subtypes of PV-positive neurones in
the INL, AII-amacrine cells; and a widefield amacrine
cell; both arranged along the INL/IPL border with a
single stout primary dendrite descending into the IPL and
branching within sublamina a (the outermost in this
plexiform layer). Parvalbumin-positive AII amacrine
cells have also been clearly identified in the cat retina
(Pasteels et al., 1990). AII-amacrine cells are considered
to be a key amacrine type in the rod signal pathway in
the mammalian retina (see Chun et al., 1993). Although
cell densities were not quantified in our study, PV-positive amacrine cells in the rat are more abundant than in
the teleost retina. It could be argued that these differences
might arise from the different classes of retinal organisation between teleosts and rodents, the latter with highly
rod-dominant retinae (Szél and Röhlich, 1992).

4.2. Calbindin D-28k
A common feature of the labelling of McAB 300
antibody in the teleost retina is its presence in glial cells.
Müller cells are stained in both species, but more strongly
in the tench than in the rainbow trout. Cells with
astrocytic characteristics are detected in both species, but
while in the trout these cells have a broad localisation in
the retina, in the tench they are restricted close to the
entry of the optic nerve. Some CB-like-positive cells in
this special location have morphological features of
oligodendrocytes. In the rest of vertebrates, including
amphibians (González et al., 1991), this antibody only
labels neurones, with a broad localisation in the CNS (see
Celio, 1990; Andressen et al., 1993). However, this
antibody stains glial cells in the teleost CNS (Weruaga,
1991; Velasco, 1992; Manso et al., 1997; Alonso et al.,
1998). In the trout brain, Manso et al. (1997) found that
McAB 300 antibody reacts with a protein with the same
low molecular weight as the calcium-binding protein
S100 (10 kDa). The authors suggested that this protein
is immunologically related to both S100 and CB D-28k.
By comparing our immunostaining results, using McAB
300 antibody against CB and those from studies using a
polyclonal antiserum against S100 in the tench (Vecino
et al., 1997), both patterns seem to be quite similar, since

both antibodies label identical morphological glial types
and H1 horizontal cells and their axons. The evolutionary origin of CB D-28k is the most divergent among the
rest of the CaBPs. This protein shows low evolutionary
rates, indicating that it is strongly preserved in the
phylogenetic scale (see Celio et al., 1996). Notwithstanding this high degree of homology, it can be assumed that
this domain has been modified in teleosts in such a way
that, no longer it can be recognised by the McAB 300.
On the other hand, the epitope recognised by this
monoclonal antibody in mammals is presented in a fish
protein different from CB D-28k.
Apart from classic retinal glial cells, McAB 300
antibody labels neurones such as horizontal cells in the
tench and a small population of amacrine cells in the
trout. It has been shown that horizontal cells can exhibit
certain glial characteristics (Linser et al., 1985; Jones and
Schechter, 1987; Vaughan and Lasater, 1990), which
might be one of the reasons for this labelling in the tench.
However, it is more difficult to explain the strong
labelling that we observed in some amacrine cells in the
trout. Amacrine cells are axon-less neurones, never
identified with glial features and considering horizontal
cells apart, these cells in the retina are the only neurones
exhibiting CB-li in the whole fish CNS, whereas ependymocytes, radial glial cells, Müller cells and oligodendrocytes have been clearly identified with the McAB 300
antibody (Velasco, 1992; Manso et al., 1997; Alonso et
al., 1998). From these data it may be inferred that the
10 kDa calcium-binding protein expressed in fish and
detected by McAB 300 antibody may have more extensive Ca2 + buffer functions, not exclusively related to glial
cells or to neuronal properties.
Calbindin D-28k like immunoreactivity has been described in the developing European trout (Salmo fario)
retina by Vecino et al. (1993), using a polyclonal antiserum against chick CB (Jande et al., 1981; Ellis et al.,
1991). This antibody cross-reacts with CR (Puelles et al.,
1992). The staining pattern obtained in the trout with a
CB polyclonal antiserum is very similar to that obtained
by us using antibodies against CR in both tench and trout
(compare Fig. 1C and D of Vecino et al., 1993 with Fig.
6A and B of the present work). Since we employed
antisera against CB or CR that do not cross-react with
each other (Celio et al., 1990; Schwaller et al., 1993), we
consider that the stain obtained by Vecino et al. (1993)
in the trout retina must correspond to CR. Other authors
have studied the localisation of CB in other fish species,
such as the goldfish (Hamano et al., 1990; Pochet et al.,
1991) and the lamprey Lampetra flu6iatilis (Dalil-Thiney
et al., 1994), using the same polyclonal antiserum against
chick CB referred to above (Spencer et al., 1976, 1978;
Jande et al., 1981). These immunostaining patterns will
therefore be commented in Section 4.3.
The distribution of CB D-28k has been studied in
several tetrapodes, but most authors employed poly-
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clonal antisera against CR/CB. This prevents a comparison between CB-like-positive cell types of fish
retina and those of the rest of vertebrates. A striking
finding is that, CB is clearly expressed in Müller cells of
the guinea pig retina (Hamano et al., 1990).

4.3. Calretinin
Calretinin expression is the most conserved of the
three CaBPs studied, since it has very similar patterns
in the tench and trout, ganglion and/or amacrine cells
in both the GCL and INL, and bipolar cells. These
bipolar cells are more strongly stained in the trout,
where a clear and thick dendrite branching into the
OPL can be seen (Fig. 6B). This feature, together with
the position of their somata, suggests that they are
dominant-rod bipolar cells. Whether they correspond to
ON or OFF types is uncertain since their axons and
axon terminals were not clearly stained. Although, we
detected an immunoreactive band in the IPL in both
species studied, it was localised exactly in the centre,
with no preference for the scleral or vitreal sublamina,
this characteristic being necessary for the correct classification of bipolar cell subtypes (Ramón y Cajal,
1889; Scholes, 1975; Stell et al., 1977; Kaneko and
Tachibana, 1978; Kaneko et al., 1979; Ishida et al.,
1980; Saito et al., 1985). Ganglion cells stained for CR
were always very abundant (much more so in the trout)
and exhibited different sizes, shapes and degrees of
staining, thus corresponding to several subtypes.
The CR-expression pattern of the turbot (Psetta
maxima) shows important similarities to both the
teleost species studied here (Doldán et al., 1999), labelling was found in different ganglion, amacrine and
bipolar cells, distributed homogeneously throughout
the IPL. This pattern fits in better with the staining
described by us for the tench. However, horizontal cells
in the turbot also display a moderate degree of immunoreactivity for CR (Doldán et al., 1999). Since
these authors employed the same polyclonal antiserum
against CR as that used by us, these discrepancies may
correspond to interspecies differences.
As commented in the previous section of this Section
4, in the teleosts most CB antibodies recognise CR.
Furthermore, it is probable that there is a single CaBP
with a molecular weight close to 29 kDa in this group
of vertebrates CR/CB; (Parmentier et al., 1987). This
means that, it is interesting to compare with our results
on CR-distribution with those of other studies on fish
retina using anti-CB antibodies, such as in the goldfish.
Hamano et al. (1990) did not find CB-li elements in the
goldfish retina, and Pochet et al. (1991) described
weakly-stained CB-like positive neurones in the GCL
and in the INL, together with a fine positive band in
the middle of the IPL of the goldfish retina. These
discrepancies are probably due to the use of different
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immunostaining and fixation protocols (the latter being
much longer in the work performed by Hamano et al.
(1990). Nevertheless, the distribution pattern of CB
described in the goldfish by Pochet et al. (1991) is very
similar to that seen in the trout (Vecino et al., 1993),
but with less intense immunoreactivity. Since all these
authors employed the same polyclonal antiserum in fish
retina, it may be assumed that these patterns reflect CR
rather than CB D-28k expression. The divergence in the
degree of staining between goldfish (Pochet et al., 1991)
and trout (Vecino et al., 1993) may be not only due to
the different protocols employed but also to interspecies
differences. In this sense, the goldfish (Carassius auratus) is a Cyprinid fish that lives in a similar habitat to
that of the tench (also a Cyprinid) and both exhibit a
similar but weaker CR expression pattern in comparison to the retina of Salmonids (European and rainbow
trout). In the rainbow trout we observed a decrease in
the number and degree of staining of CR-positive elements in adult animals as compared with juvenile ones,
in agreement with developmental studies in the European trout (Vecino et al., 1993).
The retina in the lamprey (a representative of one of
the phylogenetically oldest group of vertebrates, the
Agnates) shows important differences with the rest of
vertebrates (see Dalil et al., 1990; Fritzsch, 1991;
Fritzsch and Collin, 1990), which hinders comparison
to the teleost retina. Dalil-Thiney et al. (1994) described
large bipolar cells, ganglion and/or amacrine cells in the
INL, and axons in the ‘displaced’ NFL as being immunostained with the polyclonal antibody against CB
described above. Besides this pattern, a specific CR
antiserum labelled a ‘small’ bipolar cell type (not labelled with antiserum against CB), but this appeared
unevenly stained (Dalil-Thiney et al., 1994). Therefore,
the CB/CR pattern in Agnates is consistent with the
general pattern for Teleostei.
CR-immunoexpression has been studied in the retinae of a broad range of vertebrates, from amphibians
to mammals, including humans (Göbel and Pourcho,
1997; Volgyi et al., 1997; Gabriel et al., 1998; Jeon and
Jeon, 1998; Nag and Wadhwa, 1999). The variability of
CR localisation appears to be a common feature of the
vertebrate retina (Pasteels et al., 1990), but to a lesser
extent than the other CaBPs studied. The latter authors
concluded that CR is rarely seen in photoreceptors and
bipolar cells, although the latter second-order neurones
express CR in anamniotes, such as lampreys (DalilThiney et al., 1994), teleosts (Pochet et al., 1991; Vecino
et al., 1993; Doldán et al., 1999), and amphibians
(Gabriel et al., 1998). While horizontal and amacrine
cells express CR only in some species, it seems that the
localisation of this protein in diverse ganglion cells is a
general rule, this characteristic being useful to study
retino-recipient brain regions (Lüth et al., 1993;
Arévalo et al., 1995; Weruaga-Prieto et al., 1996; Yan
et al., 1996).
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Fig. 7. Schema summarizing the distribution pattern of the three calcium-binding proteins — PV, CB D-28k and CR — in the retina of tench
and trout. The different shades represent different degrees of immunostaining. Parvalbumin is expressed in both species in amacrine cells located
mainly in the INL but also in the GCL. In the tench retina, their density is very high at the periphery and decreases sharply towards the centre.
McAB 300 antibody against CB D-28k stains Müller cells in both retinae, but more strongly in the tench than in the trout. Positive astrocytes
in the NFL can be also detected but are more abundant and more strongly stained in the trout retina, in which other unidentified glial cells are
located close to the optic nerve (not shown). This antibody stains H1 horizontal cells and their thick axon terminals in the tench retina, and
scattered amacrine cells in the trout. Calretinin immunoreactivity is very similar in both species studied, with abundant neurones both in the INL
and in the GCL, and with labelled neuropil in the IPL and NFL. Moreover, in the trout, some CR-positive bipolar cells can be readily identified
because of the staining of their dendrites.

4.4. General remarks
The three CaBPs studied show different expression
patterns in the retina of the teleosts, but each of them
presents similar features within this vertebrate group
(Fig. 7). PV is discretely expressed in amacrine cells and
displays a clear centre-periphery gradient expression in
the tench, being more abundant close to the neuroepithelium. In the fish retina, McAB 300 monoclonal
antibody against CB displays a pattern very similar to
that of the CaBP S100 (Vecino et al., 1997), mainly in

Müller cells and macroglia with the characteristics of
both astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. Moreover, H1
horizontal cells in the tench and very few amacrine cells
in the trout are strongly labelled with this antibody,
which recognizes a new CB-like protein of 10 kDa
(Manso et al., 1997). The pattern of CR-immunoexpression consists of diverse ganglion, amacrine and
bipolar cells, much more numerous and more strongly
stained in the rainbow trout than in the tench. Existing
findings on the distribution of CB in fish retina were
compared with these results since most antibodies used
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against CB show partial cross reactivity with CR in
non-land vertebrates. The expression of CR appears to
be the most conserved in the teleost retina.
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